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Abst ract - - In  [1], the notions of C-regularized functional calculus and C-regularized scalar oper- 
ator are defined and their mutual relationship with temperate C-regularized groups is given. In this 
note, we apply these notions in two ways: first we consider the SchrSdinger operator in LP(f~) with 
Dirichlet boundary condition, when Q is a bounded omain in 1~ . The second application will be 
the operator --A + V in LP(Rn), when V belongs to the Kato's class of potentials. 
Keywords - -C - regu lar i zed  scalar operator, Dirichlet boundary conditions, Schr6dinger operator 
with potential on L p. 
1. THE SCHRODINGER OPERATOR IN LP(t2) 
Let ft be a bounded domain in R n with smooth boundary  0ft and Ap ---- -A  in LP(~2) with the 
Dir ichlet boundary  condit ion such that  D(A~)  =- [W 2~'p A W~ 'p] (ft). 
I t  is well known that  A2 is a self-adjoint operator  in H -- L2(gt). Thus AplH = A2 is a scalar- 
type spectral  operator .  Owing to the Sobolev embedding theorem [W 2"~,p N W~ 'p](t2) is injected 
cont inuously in L2(fl),  when 2rn > nl l /p  - 1/2 I. The assumptions of [1, Theorem 4.(b)] with 
X = LP(ft), V = H, and C = (1 - A)  - '~ are satisfied and this implies the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a bounded sublet of N n with smooth boundary. I[ 2m > n l l /p  - 1/2 I 
(1 _< p < oo), then Ap is a (1 - A)-m-regularized scalar operator in LP(ft). 
2. THE SCHRIDDINGER OPERATOR IN LP(Rn) 
In this section, we consider the operator  -A  + V in LP(]~ n) (1 < p < oo). Let Ap be the 
maximal  extension of -A  + V in LP(R n) (see [2]) and D(Ap) its domain. Let us introduce the 
following Kato 's  class of potent ials  (see [3]). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that V E Kn, n >_ 3 if and only if 
l im sup]  Ix -- yl2-"[V(y)l dy = O. 
a~o x JIx-yI<_a 
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When n = 2, Ix - yl 2-n  is replaced by { - log  Ix - Yl}, and when n = 1, by 1. We say that 
V • Kn,loc i f  and only if, for each R, 1RV • Kn,  where 1R is the characteristic function of 
{ 11 1 -< R}. We say also that V e if W_ - max{-V, 0} • Kn, and V+ -- max{V, 0} • Kn4oc. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose V • ]C and V-  • L~(An) .  Then A v has an (w - Ap)-m-regu]arized 
Wm,~(A)  functional calculus, whenever m is an integer greater than 1 + 2n[1/p - 1/21 and w is 
sufficiently large. 
PROOF. In [4], it is shown that if V • K: and V_ • L °°, then for any r > 2n i l~p-  1/2[, 
e-~A(w -- A) -~ is continuous on Lp(Rn),  and its norm behaves as O(1 + [sf). (The argument 
there is given for V + • An, but it is valid for V + • Knjoc.) Thus, the theorem follows from [1, 
Theorem 7]. | 
The following lemma will be proved in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose a(A)  C_ R, iA  generates an (i - A)-k-regular ized group {W(t )  }te~ and there 
exists a polynomial  Re, of degree ~, such that [[W(t)[[ _< IRe(t)], for al] t. Furthermore, there 
exist eigenvectors {xn }neZ, with corresponding real eigenvalues {An }neZ and e > 0 such that 
(1) [An - Aj[ _> e, for all A~ ~ Aj, and 
(2) D -- span{xn}neZ is dense. 
Then for all r > k + 1/2, A is (i - A)-~-regularized scalar. 
oo such that V(x)  -~ oc as [x[ --~ oc, and a(Ap) satisfies ( i)  THEOR.EM 5. Let 0 <_ V • Ll c, 
of Lemma 4. Then Ap is an (w - Ap)-~-regularized scalar operator in Lp(Rn), whenever > 
1/2 + 2n] l /p  - 1/2[ and w is sufficiently large. 
PROOF. As in the proof of the previous theorem, Ap generates an (w - Ap)-~-regularized semi- 
group that is O(1 + [s[~), whenever a > 2n i l~p-  1/2[. From [5, Theorem XIII.16], As = -A+V 
has purely discrete spectrum in L2(I~ n) and there exists a complete orthogonal basis ~ in D(A2) 
so that A2~n = AnOn with An --* oc as n --~ oo. By hypothesis, {An}n satisfies (1) of Lemma 4. 
By applying the result of [6] which is valid for any V • K:, we know that this spectrum is 
independent of the choice ofp  • [1, oc). 
We must verify (2) of Lemma 4. By [5, Theorem XIII.64], we know that 7) is dense in L2(~n). 
Moreover from [3, B.1.1], one knows that e -tA2 • £(L 2, L q) for q _> 2. Since, for any n, 
e- tAken = e-rAnCh • L q (Rn) , 
it follows that 7) = e-tA2(7)) C L q and e-tA2(l))  is dense in e-tA~(L2). As in [7, Lemma 8.8], 
since t ~ e -tA2 is an analytic map from (0, c~) into £(L  2, Lq), one can prove that e -tA2 (L 2) is 
dense in L q and by an e/2 argument, the density of 7) in Lq follows. | 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the harmonic oscillator wave equation 
- ~ +x 2 (Pn=(2n+l )~n,  
where ~n = (2nn!)- l /2(- -1)nzc-1/4eX2/2(d) he-x2 are the Hermite functions. 
r ( d ~2 + X2], on LP(•), is (w - Ap)-~-regularized scalar, when By Theorem 5, the operatoL- ~ J  
r > 1/2 + ]2/p - 11, for w sufficiently large. 
REMARK 7. Suppose 0 _< V C L1o c, and V(x)  ---* c~ as [xl -~ oo. From [5, Theorem XIII.16] 
As = -A  + V has purely discrete spectrum in L~(R n) and there exists a complete orthogonal 
basis ~n in D(A2) so that A2~n = AnOn with An --~ oo as n --~ oc. The argument of Theorem 5 
could be applied to conclude that Ap is an (w - Ap)-~-regularized scalar operator in LV(~n), 
whenever r > 1/2 + 2n l l /p  - 1/21, i f  we knew that the eigenvalues An satisfied (1) of Lemma 4. 
We do not know if there are additional conditions on V that guarantee this. 
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APPENDIX  
In the sequel we use the notat ion of [1]. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. In the following, note that  fractional powers (i - A) -~, for r > 0, are 
defined by defining them on the dense set :D, 
where w H w -~ is defined to be analytic on C - ( -oe ,  0]. 
For any f C B(~(A)) --- B({~n}~ez),  we may define an operator f(A),  on 7?, by 
Let A be as in the proof of Theorem 7 in [1]. For any j E Z, f E we+I'°~(R),  we denote 
by .~'(f) the Fourier transform of f .  Then 
=_ £ (fg ) w(t)x  dt A(f)x j  
= .~( fg~)  e~t ( i  - A) -kx j  dt 
= (fgi)(Aj)( i  - A)-kxy. 
Since g i (A j )  = (i - )U), 
A( f )x j  = f (At) (i - A/) -(k+l) x j  ~ f (A)( i  - A ) - (k+l )x j .  
Thus A f  = f (A)( i  - A) -(k+l),  as defined by (1), on 7). 
Identically, for any s > k + 1/2, 
As(f )x  - ~ .7: ( fg~)W(t)x dt = f(A)( i  - A)-Sx, for all x e :D, 
where g~(A) = (i - )~)-s 
Thus, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7 in [11, for any s > k + 1/2, A has 
an (i - A)-S-regularized We+l'°c(R) functional calculus, 
f ~ Asf  =- f (A ) ( i -  A) -~. (2) 
Condit ion (1) implies that  there exists a constant M so that,  for any f E B(a(A)), there exists 
/ • W~+I'°~(R), such that  f()~j) = ](Aj), for all j • N, and 
/ < (3) 
In fact, choose G • C°°[0, 1] such that  G(0) = 0, G(1) = 1, G(J)(o) = 0 = G(J)(1), for j > 1. 
Let {ak}keZ be the distinct eigenvalues of A, in increasing order. 
For x e [ak, ak+l],  define 
] (x )~f (ak)+( f (ak+l ) - - f (o~k) )G(  x - -ak  ) 
o~ [ Z ~ O~ k " 
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Then ](x) = f(x), for all z E a(A), ] E C°°(R), and 
I]o)(x) < If(~k)l+(If(ak+l)l+lf(ak)l)(ak+:-ak)-¢ GO)( z.-~k ~ , 
\ ak+: - ak / I 
for all x E (ak,ak+l),  j + 1 E N, and f0)(x) = 0, for all x E a(A), j E N. Thus we may choose 
M-  1+2e -(e+l) sup sup G(J)(x) , 
O_<j_<~+À xE[O,1] 
and get (3). 
This implies that, for any x E 79, 
A)-Sxll-- (])x 
< M IIAsH HfHB(~(A))IIxII; 
(4) 
since 79 is dense, (4) is true for all x E X; that is, As extends to a bounded linear map from 
B(cr(A)) into L:(X). Properties (1)-(3) of [1, Definition 1] clearly hold on 79 (see (1) and (2)), and 
thus, since D is dense, hold on all of X. Thus, As is an ( i -  A)-8-regularized B(a(A)) functional 
calculus for A, for all s > k + 1/2. By Theorem 5 in [1], A is (i - A)-r-regularized scalar, for 
anyr>k+l /2 .  | 
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